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ABSTRACT

SOLIDGEN is a computer program for generating finite
element models of three-dimensional solid objects from descrip-
tions of their external surfaces. SOLIDGEN's ease of use,
power, and generality stem from the use of GPRIME surfaces to
describe the surfaces of the object being modeled. Developed
at the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center, GPRIME is an interactive software package which has
facilities for defining a wide variety of curves and surfaces
through its own geometric language. The GPRIME surface
descriptions are stored in a data base which is accessible to
SOLIDGEN. SOLIDGEN uses those GPRIME surfaces by simply refer-
ring to their symbolic names.

The most important step in modeling a solid object is to
visualize the subdivision of the object into volumes called
zones." The subdivision of each zone into finite elements is

controlled by specifying sets of reference surfaces. Isopara-
metric shape functions are used to obtain the coordinates of
the generated grid points. The elements generated are always
brick elements. Several element formats are available, including
a "general connection element." Users can easily create brick
elements with formats suited to their own needs from the informa-
tion provided in the general connection element.

SOLIDGEN is currently operational on Control Data Corporation
6000 Series computers.

This document describes the capabilities of SOLIDGEN, tells
how to use the program, and describes work in progress. Five
appendices include two sample problems, instructions for expand-
ing certain arrays for large problems, a description of the
conditions needed for proper model definition, and a description
of the method used to subdivide each zone into finite elements.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The work reported herein was performed as part of Program Element 62543N,

Task 1535, Task Area SF-43-411-391 under Work Unit 1808-009 at the David W. Taylor

4Naval Ship Research and Development Center.

INTRODUCTION

SOLEDGEN is a computer program for generating finite element models of three-

dimensional solid objects from descriptions of their external surfaces. Such

objects typically are those that can be manufactured by processes such as casting,

4
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- forging, and turning. An example of a finite element model generated by SOLIDGEN

. is shown in Figure 1. SOLIDGEN has been developed according to specifications

- contained in an earlier report.l*

* The user of SOLIDGEN must first visualize the object to be modeled as a

* three-dimensional array of cells known as "zones." SOLIDGEN can then be used to

* subdivide each zone into brick-shaped finite elements and thus to generate the

desired model.

* To describe the faces of the zones, SOLIDGEN uses surfaces defined by

GPRIME, 2 ,3' 4 a software package which has facilities for defining a wide variety

of surfaces through its own geometric language. The surfaces so defined are

identified by symbolic names. SOLIDGEN assumes that those surfaces reside in a

GPRIME data base and can be retrieved from the data base by referencing the

symbolic names.

The most important step in obtaining a finite element model fror )LIDGEN

involves visualizing the way in which the object to be modeled can be s bd ided

into zones. A crucial part of that visualization is the formulation of a network

of "key reference surfaces" from which the zones are formed. The object is then

described to SOLIDGEN by specifying:

* The number of key reference surfaces in each of three key

reference surface "families"

* Those zones formed by the network of key reference surfaces

which are to be used for the model

* The names of the GPRIME surfaces which are to be associated

with the faces of the zones.

Certain parameters which control the way in which SOLIDGEN subdivides the zones

into finite elements must also be specified.
[0

*A complete listing of references is given on page 93.
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. Once the user has created a file of GPRIME surfaces and described the object

to SOLIDGEN, SOLIDGEN can generate a finite element model which includes all the

element and grid point definitions necessary for finite element analysis.

SOLIDGEN can, with imagination on the part of the user, handle a wide variety

of solid structural shapes. Simple shapes usually suggest one rather obvious

modeling, but more complex shapes are usually amenable to a number of different

modelings. In general, the advantages of automatic generation over manual genera-

tion increase with the complexity of the structural shape. In some cases, automa-

tic generation coupled with a small amount of manual generation will greatly

simplify the modeling of a complex object.

The concepts needed before SOLIDGEN can be used are explained in "SOLIDGEN

L CAPABILITIES." The section entitled "AN EXAMPLE" gives the new or potential user

a feeling for the capabilities of SOLIDGEN without the more complex and subtle

details. "USING THE PROGRAM" explains how to use SOLIDGEN. "WORK IN PROGRESS"

tells about current work and future plans. The appendices provide examples and

further details. Appendix A shows the application of SOLIDGEN to two sample

problems. Appendix B describes how the storage capacity of certain arrays used

in the SOLIDGEN code can be temporarily expanded to accommodate large problems.

* Appendix C contains additional details about defining the model and attempts to

more fully characterize the proper definition of a model. Appendix D describes

the method used for generating the model. Appendix E contains expanded versions

• of definitions and requirements.

SOLIDGEN can be used successfully without reading this entire report. Parts

of the report are intended to help the user with some special concern, e.g.,

generating elements in a format not included in SOLIDGEN's repertoire of specifi-

cally formatted generated elements. Other parts are intended for the user who

40 wishes to know about some aspect of SOLIDGEN in more depth, e.g., how the coordi-

nates of the generated grid points are computed. Sections not required by allF SOLIDGEN users are indicated throughout the report.

Although many capabilities are still to be added to SOLIDGEN, users have

0O  expressed the need for an instruction manual which applies to the currently avail-

* able version of the program. This report is intended to fill that need. As new

features are implemented and improved versions of SOLIDGEN become available,

updated versions will be published.

4
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SOLIDGEN CAPABILITIES

The capabilities of the SOLIDGEN program and the concepts on which it is

based are described in this section, which covers the following topics:

* How the model is defined ior SOLIDGEN

* How SOLIDGEN generates the model

The finite element model

DEFINING THE MODEL

The basic building block for the model is the "zone," a volume bounded by

six faces. To create a model the user visualizes a subdivision of the object

into zones in a manner similar to that used to manually create a finite element

model. Since GPRIME surfaces are used to describe the zone faces, the shape of

each zone can be very general. The zones are related to one another by the net-

work of key reference surfaces, which are formed from the zone faces. When the

user has obtained a satisfactory subdivision of the object into zones, the key

reference surfaces can be easily described.

The user's description of the object should not present unresolvable ambi-

guities to SOLIDGEN. This general advice is embodied in a number of require-

ments explicitly described in Appendix C. These requirements are part of an

attempt to more fully characterize the proper description of an object.

Key Reference Surfaces and Zones

Consider a network of intersecting surfaces which form cells, each of which

is bounded by six surface patches. We call the surfaces "key reference surfaces,"

the cells "zones," and the surface patches "zone faces." The key reference sur-

faces are grouped into three families: key a-reference surfaces, key a-reference

surfaces, and key y-reference surfaces. Figure 2 shows a typical zone and illus-

trates the terms "zone face," "zone edge," and "corner point."

Two key reference surfaces in the same family are said to be "adjacent" if,

* within the bounds of the structural model being defined, no key reference surfaces

from the same family intervene (i.e., a path exists from any point on one of the

surfaces to any point on the other surface without crossing a third key reference

L 56i
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Figure 2 - Typical Zone, Showing Various Parts
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surface in the same family). In each zone, two opposing zone faces belong to

adjacent key a-reference surfaces, two more to adjacent key O-reference surfaces,

and the remaining two to adjacent key Y-reference surfaces.

In each family, the key reference surfaces are numbered with consecutive inte-

gers, starting with 1; adjacent key reference surfaces are labeled consecutively.

For example, if the key a-reference surface family were composed of three key

reference surfaces, those key reference surfaces would be referred to as "Key a-

Reference Surface I," "Key a-Reference Surface 2," and "Key a-Reference Surface 3."

The zones (considered collectively) form the structural model and, when sub-

divided by the data generator into finite elements, yield the desired modeling.

An example of an object subdivided by key reference surfaces into zones is shown

in Figure 3.

There are three types of zone edges. A "Type I" zone edge joins two zone

faces which belong to the same zone and lie in adjacent key a-reference surfaces;

a "Type 2" zone edge joins two zone faces which belong to the same zone and lie

in adjacent key 0-reference surfaces; and a "Type 3" zone edge joins two zone

faces which belong to the same zone and lie in adjacent key Y-reference surfaces.

The following notation is used for compactness and readability:

K(,i) "Key a-Reference Surface i

K(2,i) E Key 8-Reference Surface i

K(3,i) E Key y-Reference Surface i

Since the zones are an integral part of the network of key reference surfaces,

certain parts of a given zone can belong to more than one zone. That is:

* A corner point can belong to as many as eight zones.

* A zone edge can belong to as many as four zones.

• A zone face can belong to one or two zones.

I.
[i7
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Figure 3a - Object to be Modeled

KEY -t-REFERENCE
SURFACE 2 (NOT
VISIBLE EXCEPT

KEY a-REFERENCE ' FOR EDGES)
SURFACE 3 KEY 3-REFERENCE

J SURFACE 2

KEY a-REFERENCE
SURFACE 2 KEY S -REFERENCE

ZONE5 ZOE 6SURFACE 3

* KEY a-REFERENCE
SURFACE1 1 ZN1ZN OE3ZN

(NOT VISIBLE,
ON BOTTOM)

KEY "-REFERENCE KEY O3-REFERENCE KEY -y-REFERENCE
* SURFACE 3 SURFACE 1 SURFACE 1

Figure 3b - Object Subdivided into Zones, with Key Reference Surfaces Shown

* Figure 3 - Example of Zones and Key Reference Surfaces
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The Topological Model

If each zone in the model is topologically deformed into a cube and all the

relationships among the zones are preserved, we obtain a "topological model."

The topological model shows how the zones are related to the key reference sur-

faces; at the same time it avoids the complexity which results from showing the

-actual shape of each zone.

*In the topological model an "a-axis," a "$-axis," and a "y-axis" can be

*defined as follows:

*The a-axis is perpendicular to the key a-reference surfaces

and is directed from the lowest- to the highest-numbered key

a-reference surface.

• The 8-axis and y-axis are defined in a similar manner.

A topological model of the object shown in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4.

Specifying Zones

Some of the zones formed by the key reference surfaces may not be needed for

the model. Such zones are left "vacant" (unused). The user specifies the "occu-

* pied" zones (zones used for the model) by labeling each such zone with a positive

K, integer and giving the identifying numbers of certain key reference surfaces

which bound the zone, i.e., i, J, and k, where K(l,i), K(1,i+l), K(2,j), K(2,j+l),

K(3,k), and K(3,k+1) are the key reference surfaces which bound the zone.

Building Key Reference Surfaces

* Each zone face needed by the model must be associated with exactly one GPRIME

surface. This is the basic concept for building key reference surfaces.

Sometimes a key reference surface may be described simply by associating it

with one GPRIME surface. When this is not possible, the key reference surface

must be described by associating its zone faces with various GPRIME surfaces.

The basic method for doing this is to associate a group of zone faces with one

GPRIME surface. The complement of a group of zone faces, i.e., those zone faces

in the key reference surface which do not belong to the group, may also be

9
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ZONE 4

ZONE 3

Figure 4 =Topological Model of Object shown in Figure3
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associated with a GPRIME surface. Each zone face is specified by identifying the

zone to which it belongs. A zone so named must have one zone face which belongs

to the key reference surface being described. If a zone face belongs to two

* occupied zones, it may be specified by identifying both of those zones.

When a GPRIME surface is to be associated with one or more zone faces in a

key reference surface, it must be sufficient in extent to describe the zone face

or zone faces; however, it is permissible that part of it not be needed for

* describing any zone face. That is, a GPRIME surface does not have to coincide

* with the zone face or zone faces it is being used to describe. Figures 5 and 6

illustrate this concept. Figure 5 shows a typical zone with the zone faces to be

described, i.e., associated with GPRIME surfaces; Figure 6 shows GPRIME surfaces

that could be used to describe the zone faces. Note that, on the other hand, the

need to avoid ambiguity in describing the object tends to limit the extent of

GPRIME surfaces used for describing zone faces.

Guidelines For Choosing Key Reference Surfaces

The first step the user must take in modeling a structure is to visualize

-and define three families of key reference surfaces which subdivide the model into

zones. Although there is no well-defined procedure for doing this, the user should

try to visualize how the structure could be subdivided into volumes (zones), each

of which is bounded by six surfaces (zone faces).

Once the model has been subdivided into zones, the user may arbitrarily choose

* the way in which the surfaces bounding the zones are to constitute the three fami-

lies of key reference surfaces. For example, the user may look at one zone and

designate pairs of opposing faces as members of the three respective families of

key reference surfaces. The pattern established for that zone holds for adjacent

0 zones and, hence, for the eaitire model.

There is one convention that must be followed during the process of designa-

ting the key reference surface families in relation to the surfaces bounding the

zones: The a, B, and Y axes must form a right-handed system. This convention

6 must be followed to ensure proper orientation among the grid points for each of

the generated elements.

Some GPRIME surfaces will occur "naturally,- i.e., in connection with the

object's external surfaces, but other GPRIME surfaces will have to be constructed



ZONE FACE B
(NOT VISIBLE,

REAR)
ZONE ZONE FACE F

ZONE _________

FACE C

ZONE FACE D
(NOT VISIBLE,

ZONE RIGHT)
FACE A

ZONE FACE E
(NOT VISIBLE, BOTTOM)

*Figure 5 - Typical Zone

GPRIME SURFACE FOR
ZONE FACE D

GPRIME SURFACE FOR
ZONE FACE C

GPRIME SURFACE FOR
GPRIME SURFACE FOR ZONE FACE B

* ZONE FACE F

GPRIME
SURFACE FOR
ZONE FACE A

GPRIME SURFACE FOR
ZONE FACE E

SHADED AREA
SHOWS VISIBLE PART
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0

Figure 6 - Association of Zone Faces with GRPIME Surfaces for
Zone Shown in Figure 5
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by the user for the sole purpose of helping to subdivide the object into zones.

We can refer (loosely) to the latter kind of GPRIME surfaces as "constructed

GPRIME surfaces." Each zone face which lies on an external surface of the object

is defined as a "natural zone face." Each zone face which lies (except possibly

for its edges) entirely inside the object is defined as a "constructed zone face."

Each GPRIME surface associated only with constructed zone faces is defined as a

"constructed GPRII{E surface," and each key reference surface formed entirely from

constructed zone faces is defined as a "constructed key reference surface."

* * Examples of most of these terms are given in each of the sample problems in

Appendix A.

Interior Reference Surfaces and Generated Elements

The generated model contains two kinds of "reference surfaces": key reference

0 surfaces and interior reference surfaces. Key reference surfaces have already

been described. Interior reference surfaces subdivide the zones into the desired

gen~erated elements, which will always be brick elements. An example of a brick

* element is shown in Figure 7. There is a set of interior reference surfaces for

each pair of adjacent key ref~cence surfaces in a family. Both kinds of reference

surfaces run through the model (i.e., they cross zone boundaries), ensuring the

compatibility of the generated elements at the zone faces. The key reference

surfaces must be specified by the user, but the interior reference surfaces are

created by SOLIDGEN. The user is required to specify only the number of interior

reference surfaces that lie between each two adjacent key reference surfaces in

the same family.

Figure 8 illustrates the terms "element face" and "element edge." There are

three types of element edges. A "Type 1V element edge joins two element faces,

hoth of which belong to the same element and each of which lies in an a-reference

surface. "Type 2" and "Type 3" element edges have similar definitions but refer

to 0- and Y-reference surfaces, respectively.

Format of Generated Elements

SOLIDGEN generates brick elements in several formats. There are two classes

of generated elements:

1 3



* CORNER NODE

o MIDSIDE NODE

Figure 7 - Example of Brick Element
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•Figure 8 i llustration of Terms Associated with Elements
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1. The general (nonspecific) connection element

2. Specific connection elements (several formats)

The user may select any of these formats as needed. The general (nonspecific)

connection element is intended for the user whose needs are not met by any of the

specific connection element formats. Each user can easily create a brick element

with a format that suits the modeling requirements from the information provided

in such an element. When the general connection element is used, the number of

midside nodes on each element edge type must be specified. The following specific

connection elements, which are all related to NASTRAN, 5,6 are available: CIS3b8,

CIS3D20, CIHEXI, CIHEX2, CIHEX3, CHEXAl, and CHEXA2.

Subdividing the Object

Sometimes an object which is too large or too complicated to be modeled in

its entirety by SOLIDGEN may be modeled by subdividing it into smaller objects

(components), modeling each of the components, and then forming a model of the

* entire object from the models of the components. Because the grid points and

elements of the entire model must be uniquely identified, the user must specify

the following two parameters for each model of a component:

* NG = Integer to be added to each grid point number

* NE = Integer to be added to each element identifier

Forming the model of the entire object also requires the merging of grid points

at all locations at which two or more models of components are to be joined.

GENERATING THE MODEL

SOLIDGEN generates the model zone by zone, concentrating on one zone at a

time. The finite elements for each zone are generated as follows:
I

The descriptions of the key reference surfaces are used to

compute the coordinates of "zone defining points." There

are two kinds of zone defining points: corner points

15
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and midside points. Midside points describe the interiors

of the zone edges.

* Isoparametric shape functions are used to subdivide the zone into

finite elements.
I

* "Surface correction" is performed on certain grid points so that

they conform to the descriptions of the key reference surfaces.

Generally, this method yields good results, generating desirably shaped finite

elements while providing grid points which portray the zone faces accurately.

Since the use of SOLIDGEN requires no knowledge of the method used for

generating the model, the reader who wants to know the details of that method is

referred to Appendix D.

THE GENERATED MODEL

The finitd element model generated by SOLIDGEN includes all the element and

grid point definitions necessary for finite element analysis.

Grid Points

The coordinates of the generated grid points and the numbers which identify

those grid points are contained on NASTKAN 6 GRID cards.

Elements

Several definitions will be used in the descriptions of the general connec-

tion element and the various specific connection elements.

Within a given family of reference surfaces one reference surface is defined

to "precede" another reference surface if the first reference surface lies on the

same side of the second reference surface as the first key reference surface.

The "global number" of any reference surface (which may be either a key reference

surface or an interior reference surface) is defined as N+1, where N = total
number of reference surfaces that precede the reference surface under considera-

16
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The following terms are defined for a generated element which lies within

the zone bounded by K(I,i), K(I,i+I), K(2,j), K(2,j+1), K(3,k), and K(3,k+1):

* The "lower a-reference surface" is that a-reference surface

which bounds the element and is closer to K(I,i).

* The "upper a-reference surface" is that a-reference surface

which bounds the element and is closer to K(L,i+1).

* The "lower s-reference surface" is that s-reference surface

which bounds the element and is closer to K(2,j).

* The "upper s-reference surface" is that s-reference surface

which bounds the element aad is closer to K(2,j+l).

* The "lower y-reference surface" is that "y-reference surface

which bounds the element and is closer to K(3,k).

* The "upper y-reference surface" is that y-reference surface

which bounds the element and is closer to K(3,k+l).

The General Connection Element. Each user can easily create a brick element with

a suitable format from the information provided in such an element, Each general

connection element in the generated model will contain the following information:

1. The location of the element in the generated model

2. The grid point numbers for the generated grid points

that constitute the corner nodes and midside nodes.

The reader who is not using the general connection element will not need the

remainder of this subsection.

The location of the element in the generated model is given by the global

,numbers of the lower a-, 1-, and Y-reference surfaces.

17
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The generated grid points are ordered as follows:

1. The grid points that lie in the lower y-reference surface

(Refer to this group of grid points as Group 1)

2. The grid points that lie between the lower and upper

y-reference surfaces (Group 2)

- 3. The grid points that lie in the upper y-reference surface

(Group 3).

In turn, the ordering within Group 1 and-Group 3 occurs as follows:

1. The grid points that lie in the lower 8-reference surface

2. The grid points that lie between the lower and upper

0-reference surfaces (Group 4)

3. The grid points that lie in the upper 0-reference surface.

The ordering within Group 4 occurs as follows:

1. The grid points that lie in the lower a-reference surface.

2. The grid points that lie in the upper a-reference surface.

The ordering within Group 2 occurs as follows:

i. The grid points that lie in the lower --reference surface

(Group 5)

2. The grid points that lie in the upper 0-reference surface

(Group 6).

18
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The ordering within Group 5 and Group 6 occurs as follows:

1. The grid points that lie in the lower a-reference surface

2. The grid points that lie in the upper a-reference surface.

To supplement and clarify the first explanation, it is necessary to introduce

some additional notation. R(i,j,k) is defined as the grid point at a corner

node, where i, j, and k indicate the location of the grid point as follows:

I Lower a-reference surface

2 Upper a-reference surface

* Lower -reference surface

2 Upper -reference surface

I Lower y-reference surface

k
2 Upper y-reference surface

Em(i,j,k) is defined as the grid points which represent the midside nodes

on a Type m element edge, where i, j, and k indicate the location of the element

edge as follows:

(0 Not needed for this element edge

* i I Lower a-reference surface

2 Upper a-reference surface

(0 Not needed for this element edge

* = Lower 8-reference surface

Upper 8-reference surface

19



(0 Not needed for this element edge

* k - I Lower y-reference surface

2 Upper y-reference surface

Note that i = 0 for each Type I element edge, j = 0 for each Type 2 element edge,

and k = 0 for each Type 3 element edge.

This notation will be used to describe Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3 grid

points. Group I and Group 3 are as follows, where k = I for Group I and k = 2

for Group 3:

R(1,1,k)

El(0,1,k)

4
R(2,1 ,k)

E2(1,0,k)

E2(2,0,k)

R(1,2,k)

El(0,2,k)

R(2,2,k)

Group 2 is as follows:

E3(1,1,0)

4
E3 (2,1,0)

E3(1,2,0)

E3(2,2,0)
1-

20
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The Specific Connection Elements. All these elements will be identified in terms

of their bounding reference surfaces as follows:

Element Identification Number (EID) = 104 n + 02 n + n3 , where

n = global number of lower a-reference surface,

n2 = global number of lower 8-reference surface, and

113 = global number of lower y-reference surface

With the Element Identification Number constructed in this manner, nl, n2 , and n 3

should be apparent from casual inspection..

AN EXAMPLE

A simple example will introduce new or potential users of SOLIDGEN to its

capabilities.

The first step in modeling an object with SOLIDGEN is to visualize a network

of the key reference surfaces used to represent the external surfaces of the

object and also to subdivide the interior of the object. The key reference sur-

* faces are grouped into the key a-, a-, and Y-reference surface families. The

volumes or zones thus formed, when considered together, define the entire object.

Some of the zone faces will lie on the external surfaces of the object; the

remaining zone faces lie in the object's interior.

The object to be modeled is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10, a topological

model formed by topologically deforming each zone into a cube, shows the rela-

tionship of the key reference surfaces to the zones but avoids the complications

*of showing the actual shape or physical details of each zone. Thus, the topologi-

cal model is a "schematic" of the object.

In Figure 10, Zone I is bounded by the following six key reference surfaces:

* Key a-Reference Surface 2

* Key a-Reference Surface 3

21
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Figure 9 -Object to be Modeled

* Figure 10 -Topological Model
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*Key a-Reference Surface 1

*Key a-Reference Surface 2

*Key y-Reference Surface 1

*Key y-Reference Surface 2.

* The object's actual shape is represented by using a GPRIME surface to

describe each zone face. The following GPRIME input could be used to describe

the GPRIME surfaces for this example:

COMMENT. SI PLANE X = 0

SI ,PLANE,0,0,5,0,I ,X

41 COMMENT. S2 PLANE X = 2

S2,PLANE,2,O,5,O, 1,X

COMMENT. S3 PLANE X =4

S3,PLANE,4,O,5,O, 1,X

COMMENT. S4 PLANE Y =0

S4,PLANE,O,O,4,O, 1,Y

COMMENT. S5 PLANE Y =2

S5,PLANE,2,O,4,O,1I,Y

COMMENT. S6 PLANE Y =5

S6,PLANE,5,O,4,O,1I,Y

COMMENT. S7 PLANE Z =0

S7,PLANE ,O ,,4,0, 5,Z

COMMENT. S8 PLANE Z I

S8,PLANE,1I,O,4,O,5,Z

23



The descriptions of GPRIME surfaces are included in the "geometric definition

file" which, in turn, is used to produce the "geometry file" needed by SOLIDGEN.

The geometric definition file, which is created by the user, contains

analytical descriptions of the GPRIME surfaces and thus is readable to the user,

but the geometry file is in a format more readily processed by the computer. The

geometry file is automatically created from the geometric definition file by

GPRIME.

Finally, the user must put together a "SOLIDGEN Input Deck" which, except

for the GPRIME surface descriptions, contains the description of the model. A

SOLIDGEN Input Deck which could be used for this example is shown in Figure 11.

The cards marked "1" specify the number of key reference surfaces in each

family. For example, there are three key reference surfaces in the key a-refer-

ence surface family.

The cards marked "2" tell which zones are occupied (used for the model) and

label those zones. The bounds of each zone are always specified by naming the

key reference surface with the lower number.

The cards marked "3, "4", and "5" describe, respectively, the key a-, 8-,

and Y-reference surfaces. For example, Key a-Reference Surface 3 is described

by S3. (The "I" that appears just before the GPRIME surface name on each card

indicates that the entire key reference surface is described by one GPRIME sur-

face.)

The cards marked "6", "7", and "8" control he subdivision of the zones

into generated elements by indicating the number of interior reference sur-

faces to be placed between each two adjacent key reference surfaces. These

cards control, respectively, the interior a-, 8-, and Y-reference surfaces.

For example, three interior reference surfaces are to be placed between Key

'Y-Reference Surfaces I and 2.

" The cards marked "9" specify that CIHEX2 elements are to be generated.

The SOLIDGEN Input Deck and GPRIME surfaces just described were used to

generate the model shown in Figure 12.

USING THE PROGRAM

SOLIDGEN is currently operational on Control Data Corporation (CDC) 6000

Series computers.
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"AN EXAMPLE"
BEGIN BULK

" I

~KEY
13 3 2G GENERATED ELEMENT FCRMAT

CIHE~X2
INTERIOR ALPHA

0 INTERIOR BETA

0 INTERIOR GAMMA

4 ~START ZONES
1 21£
2 1
3 1.2

START KEY
START ALPhA

2 1 S2
3 1 S3

SATBETA

2 1 S5
3 1 S6

START GAMMA

END INPUT
EN DOAT A

1'irc11 -SOLIDGEN Input Deck
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The card deck used for running SOLIDGEN (and therefore for generating the

model) consists of two components:

1. Control cards

2. The SOLIDGEN Input Deck

These two components, separated by an "End-of-Record" card (7, 8, and 9 punches

* in column 1), are described in this section. (Although the procedure described

here assumes that a card deck is being used, SOLIDGEN can also be run from an

interactive terminal).

The execution of SOLIDGEN causes the generated model to appear in two

places:

1. The output listing from the line printer

2. The file whose LFN (local file name) is DATA.

The file DATA may be catalogued on a permanent file for computer processing

(e.g., plotting, finite element analysis).

The PROGRAM card which resides in the main program of the SOLIDGEN code

assigns its input/output files as follows:

1. INPUT - the card reader

2. OUTPUT - the line printer

3. DATA - a "local" (disk) file

I

A number of error nessages can appear in the line printer output listing

during a SOLIDGEN run. These messages are largely self-explanatory, but a brief

description of the kinds of information provided in the messages is given here.
I

Each message contains the following items:

27
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Location Code - an integer which serves as an identifier for

the error message. Each type of problem is assigned a unique

integer, which helps the experienced user to rapidly identify

the type of problem.

" Message - an explanation (at length) of the exact nature of the

problem that has occurred. When appropriate, parameters associated

with the problem and meaningful to the user are mentioned.

* Suggested Remedy

" Subroutine Name - name of the subroutine that was being executed

when the problem occurred. (Although not of interest to most users,

this item is potentially useful to those who might become familiar

with the code.)

* THE (;EOMETRY FIL.

The "geometry file," which must be created before SOLIDGEN can be used to

generate the model, contains descriptions of the GPRIME surfaces associated with

the zone face- of the model. These descriptions are in a form which can be used

by the GPRIME intersection subroutines. SOLIDGEN uses these subroutines to obtain

* the zone defining points and thus to create the model. SOLIDGEN references the

*descriptions by means of the GPRIME surface names.

Because the geometry file must be understandable to the GPRIME intersection

subroutines, the user must create a "geometric definition file," a collection of

0 Analytical descriptions of the GPRIME surfaces. The geometric definition file is

huilt (in a hierarchical manner) from analytical descriptions of the GPRIME

*Surfaces. 2  (The SOLIDGEN geometry file is identical to the fiLe referred to by

(PRME 2 as the "User Master File.") Fite GPRIME software is then used to create

* (automatically and in one simple step) a geometry file from the user's geoi1,:tric

definition file.

The control cards for making the computer run which creates the geometry

file from the geometric definition file are shown in Figure 13. (Except for an

S"End-of-File" card (6, 7, 8, and 9 punches in column 1) at the end, no other

28U
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C JOB CARP
C CHARGE CARP

A.--ATTACH GEr'MnF F, GEOMETRIC DEFINITION FILE
MSACCES,XXXX. XXX IS MASS STCRE ACCESS PASSWORD
ATTACHCPRIMEID-rPRM.

8- GPRIME, GEOMETRY FILE ,NEWI4FILE-GEOMDEF.

Figure 13 - Control Cards for Creating Geometry File
from Geometric Definition File

cards are needed in the deck. Although the procedure as described assumes that a

card deck is being used, the same procedure could, of course, be done at an inter-

active terminal.) On the card marked "A" the user enters the identifier for his

geometri definition file (e.g., GEODEF, ID=CAXX); on the card marked "B" the

user must enter the identifier for his geometry file (e.g., GEOM, ID=CAXX.)

THE SOLIDGEN INPUT DECK

The general format of the SOLIDGEN Input Deck is shown in Table 1. The

components of the SOLIDGEN Input Deck marked "3" and "4" are described in detail

in the paragraphs that follow.

Global Parameters
I

The Global Parameters, specified on two cards, are intended for use when the

generated model is to be analyzed by NASTRAN. Each parameter is intended, as

shown in Table 2, to fill in one of the fields on each NASTRAN input data card 5 ,6

of a specific type which appears in the generated model. Table 3 shows the format

of the two cards used to specify the Global Parameters. If the generated model

is intended for a finite element analysis program other than NASTRAN, the two

cards are still required, but should be left blank.

29
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TABLE 1 -GENERAL FORMAT FOR SOLIDGEN INPUT DECK

1 As many cards as user wishes; contents as user wishes;

these cards get "echoed" (reproduced) on the output

listing from the line printer and on the file DATA

2 One card with BEGIN BULK starting in column 1

3 Global Parameters; two cards

4 Input Sections; may occur in any order, except Input

Section 1 must come first

5 One card with END INPUT starting in column 1

6 As many cards as user wishes; contents as user wishes;

these cards get echoed (reproduced) on the output

Listing from the line printer and on the file DATA

r7 One card with ENDDATA starting in column 1

30(



TABLE 2 - CLOBAL. PARAMETERS

Parameter NASTRAN Input Data Cird
on Which Parameter Appcars

CP
CD GRID
PS

IDI CIS3D8
ID2 CI S 3D2 0

MID

PID CIHEXI
CIHEX2
CIIIEX3

r

TABLE 3 - FORMAT OF GLOBAL PARAMETERS

Placement on Global Parameters Cards

PCramcter Field (Eight Columns,

Card Alphanumeric)

:1 I 3
GD 7

P5 I 8

2i 2 •
C 3

PlC~~~~~4



* : Input Sections

The Input Sections may be placed in any order, except that Input Section I

must come first. The information contained in the Input Sections may be placed

iaywhere on the cards which make up the Input Sections with the followingL

restrictions:

The data fields (i.e., words and/or parameters) in each Input

Section must appear in the sequence prescribed for that Input

Section.

* On each card any two consecutive data fields must be separated by

at least one blank column.

If an Input Section is marked as "reserved for future use," it means that coding of

that Input Section is in progress.

Input Section 1. Input Section 1 specifies how many key reference surfaces belong

to each of the three key reference surface families, i.e., NO, No, and Ny, the

number of key reference surfaces in the key a-, s-, and y-reference surface

families, respectively.

Input Section 1 must contain two cards. The first card must have the word

K' ." The second card must contain No, Na, and Ny.

Input Section 2. Input Section 2 specifies the number of midside points to be

l, (d along each zone edge, i.e., M 1 , M2 , and M 3 , where

Mi = Number of midside points to be used along each Type i

zone edge (i = 1, 2, 3).

* Input Section 2 may be omitted. [f it is omitted, Ml, M2, and M3 will all

be set to the default value of 2.

If Input Section 2 is included, it must contain two cards. The first card must

have the words "MIDSIDE POINTS." The second card must contain MI, M 2 , and M 3 .
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The three parameters are currently under the following restrictions:

I. M l = M 2 = M 3

2. Mi = 0, 1, or 2.

Input Section 3. Input Section 3 specifies the format of the generated elements.

One of the following formats may be chosen:

* General Connection Element

* CIHEXi

* CIHEX2

* CIHEX3

* CIS3D8

* CIS3D20

* CHEXAL

* CHEXA2

Input Section 3 must contain at least two cards; if the general connection

element is chosen, a third card must be included. The first card must have the

words "GENERATED ELEMENT FORMAT." The second card must have one word which

specifies the element format ("GENERAL" if the general connection element is

desired). If the general connection element has been chosen, a third card which

specifies the number of midside nodes to be generated along each element edge,
I

must contain DI, D2 , and D 3 , where

Di = Number of midside nodes to be generated along each

4 Type i element edge (i = 1, 2, 3).
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Input Section 4. Input Section 4 specifies the number of interior reference

surfaces that are to lie between each two adjacent key reference surfaces, i.e.,

Ii 'j , where li,j specifies the number of interior reference surfaces that are

to lie between K(i,j) and K(i,j+l).

Input Section 4 must contain three groups of cards, each of which must

*specify the values of I,j for a specific reference surface family. The three

". groups may be placed in any order.

The first card of the group which describes the interior a-reference sur-

*tack- must contain the words "INTERIOR ALPHA." The other cards must contain the

)Lowing parameters:

Illj, where j - 1, 2 ...... Na-l.

* The first card of the group which describes the interior S-reference surfaces

MLLtt contain the words "INTERIOR BETA." The other cards must contain the following

parameters:

* 1 2,j, where j = 1, 2,. , Na-I.

The first card of the group which describes the interior Y-reference surfaces

,must contain the words "INTERIOR GAMMA." The other cards must contain the

following parameters:

13,j, where j = 1, 2 ..... , Ny-l.

* Input Section 5. Input Section 5 specifies which of the zones formed by the

aetwork of key reference surfaces are occupied (used for the model) and assigns a

, one number to each zone.

The first card of Input Section 5 must have the words "START ZONES." The

kist card of Input Section 5 must be either a blank card or a card with the words

"END SECTION." The other cards of Input Section 5 ribe and label the occupied

/.ones; each such card describes and labels one zone. The card which specifies

that the zone bounded by K(l,i), K(1,i+l), K(2,j), K(2,j+1), K(3,k), and K(3,k+l)

is occupied and is to be called "Zone N" must contain N, i, j, and k.

-34
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input Section 6. Input Section 6 describes the key reference surfaces, i.e.,

associates each zone face needed by the model with one of the GPRIME surfaces

whose descriptions reside in the geometry file.

The first card of Input Section 6 must have the words "START KEY." The rest

.I Input Section 6 consists of three groups of cards, each group describing a key

ceference surface family. The three groups may be placed In any order. I, which

i di-ates the key reference surface family being described by a group, is defined

a lollows: I = 1, 2, or 3 indicates that the group describes the key (-, s-, or

--r, rcrence surface family, respectively.

The first card of each group must contain one of the following pairs of

'WL" ds:

START ALPHA when I = 1

START BETA when 1= 2

START GAMMA when I = 3

lThi List card of each group must either be blank or have the words "END FAMILY."

Th- rest of each group consists of groups of cards (as many as needed), each of

which is used for associating one or more zone faces of a key reference surface

With a GPRIME surface. Each such group of cards is called an "Associator."

The first card of each Associator must contain the following parameters: N

m:T, iinteger), M (an integer), GN (a character string), and NZ (an Integer).

p arameters are described below.

N indicates that all the zone faces being described by the Associator belong

t K( T ,N).

'A is the mode in which the Associator is being used. If M = I, all of K(I,N)

*:iire key reference surface) is to be associated with GN (GPRIME surface), NZ

n.,t needed, and the Associator should consist of only one card, the card which

~I.:1ins N, M, and GN. If M = 2 or M = 3, the rest of the Associator (i.e.,

*' ards of the Associator which follow the first card) should consist ot one

r more cards which are used to specify a group of zone faces, each of which

w-.igs to K(I,N); each such group of zone faces will be referred to as -G."
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The cards of the Associator which follow the first card and which specify G will

be referred to as a "Zone Face Group Card Set." (NZ is a parameter associated

F .with each Zone Face Group Card Set.)

If M = 2, G is to be associated with GN (GPRIME surface). IF M = 3, the

complement of G, i.e., those zone faces of K(I,N) which do not belong to G, is to

be associated with GN.

Each zone face that belongs to G is designated by naming one or more occupied

zones to which it belongs. If the zone face belongs to only one occupied zone,

that zone must be named. If the zone face belongs to two occupied zones, one or

both of those zones may be named.

GN is the name of the GPRIME surface to be associated with all or part of

K(I,N).

NZ is the total number of zones named in each Zone Face Group Card Set.

Input Section 7. Reserved for future use.

Input Section 8. This input section is used for describing constraints that arec to be applied to grid points which lie on certain zone faces or key reference

* surfaces, as specified by the user.

The first card of Input Section 8 should have the word "CONSTRAINTS." This

is followed by three or fewer groups of cards. Each of these groups describes

c"Instraints that are to be applied to zone faces or key reference surfaces belong-

ing to one of the three key reference surface families. These groups may be

*placed in any order. If no constraints are to be applied to zone faces or key

reference surfaces of a family, the group for that family is omitted. The last

card of Input Section 8 should be a blank card.

Each group which describes constraints for one of the key reference surface

f amilies should begin with a card that contains one of the following three words:

ALPHA

BETA

GAM4MA
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Each group is ended with a blank card. The rest of each group specifies con-

straints for the key reference surface family and may contain as many cards as

are needed. These cards occur either singly or in pairs, as follows. If an

entire key reference surface is to be constrained, one card is used as follows:

1. Surface number (an integer)

2. The word "ALL" (text)

3. Set identification (an integer)

4. Coordinate system for displacements specification

(8-character field)

5. Permanent single point constraints specification

(field of one to six characters)

Items 4 and 5 are needed only if they were not specified previously. If only

part of a key reference surface is to be constrained, two cards are used as

follows:

First Card -

1. Surface number (an integer)

2. The word "PART" (text)

3. Set identification (an integer)

4. Coordinate system for displacements specification

(8-character field)

5. Permanent single point constraints specification

(field of one to six characters)

!toms 4 and 5 are needed only if they were not specified previously.

Second Card -

Zone numbers (integers) (as many as needed). Each zone number specifies

ot, zone face as follows: The zone face belongs to the zone whose zone number is
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Input Section 9. This Input Section is used for assigning material properties to

zones, as specified by the user.

The first card of Input Section 9 should have the following text:

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The last card should be a blank card. The rest of Input Section 9 consists

of pairs of cards. Each such pair of cards associates one or more zones with a

*. specified material. The first card of each pair contains the following:

ALL (text)

(meaning all zones of the model)

or

ZONE n (text, followed by one integer)

0 (meaning one zone)

or

ZONES n I n2 ... (text, followed by integers)

(meaning zones specified)

The second card of each pair contains either the integer MID or the integer PID,

* where PID is the identification number of a PIHEX property card (for CIHEXI,

CIHEX2, and CIHEX3 elements) and MID is the material identification number of a

* MATI material property card (for CHEXA and CHEXA2 elements). (MATI cards are

placed in the SOLIDGEN Input Deck before the BEGIN BULK card.)

Input Section 10. input Section 10 specifies whether or not surface correction

* is to be applied to the grid points.

Input Section 10 may be omitted. If it is omitted, surface correction will

be perfirmed.

*If Input Section 10 is included, it must contain two cards. The first card

* must have the words "SURFACE CORRECTION." If surface correction is desired, the

second card should contain the word "YES." If surface correction is not desired,

the second card should contain the word "NO."

S3-
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Input Section 11. This input section is used for describing pressure loads that

are to be applied to zone faces or key reference surfaces, as specified by the

user.

The first card of Input Section 11 should have the text "PRESSURE LOADS."

T his is followed by three or fewer groups of cards. Each of these groups de-

: r' hes pressure loads that are to be applied to zone faces or key reference

I~r, i.'u,; beltonging to one of the three key reference surface families. These

l-jp-; imav be placed in any order. If no pressure loads are to be applied to

a- , fh't 8 or key reference surfaces of a family, the group for that family is

4 (I. The last -ard of Input Section It should be a blank card.

K ='h "'coup which describes pressure loads for one of the key reference

.rta, f nilies should begin with a card that contains one of the following

ALPHA

BETA

GAMMA

r , ended with a blank card. The rest of each group specifies pressure

r th., key rcferea'e surface family and may contain as many cards as ate

.oe :mrd; occor ,fther singly or in pairs, which will now be deqcrihed.

* -*i-. k rofm.r(,i'oe surface is to be pressure-loaded, one card is used a,

* 11f I rI c :nmbeor (an integer)

* , idoti ication (an integer)

,* '.eire ',1 , r,,a1 mebert)

- :,,.t i,-lv it L was not ;pecified previouisly. Tf only part :)f a key

, .Irtlc.,, is to be pressure-loaded, two cards are used as follows:

~_



First Card -

1. Surface number (an integer)

2. The word "PART" (text)

3. Set identification (an integer)

4. Pressure (one real number)

Item 4 is needed only if it was not specified previously.

Second Card-

Zone numbers (integers) (as many as needed). Each zone number specifies

one zone face as follows: The zone face belongs to the zone whose zone number

is given.

Input Section 12. Input Section 12 specifies values for NG and NE, the two

parameters needed when the model currently being generated is to be used as part

of a larger model, where

an NG = Integer to be added to each grid point number

NE = Integer to be added to each element identifier

" - If the model currently being generated is not to be combined with any other

Is, Inpuit Section 12 is omitted.

When it is used, Input Section 12 must contain five cards. The first card

S,,,, ij the word "COMPONENT." The remaining cards consist of two pairs, which

iv 1,e plared in any order. One of those pairs consists of the following cards:

* A card which contains the word "GRID."

* A card which contains the value of NG (an integer)

* 4) t'ifr pair con ;I;ts of the followi ng cards:

* A card which contains the word "ELEMENT."

* A card which contains the value of NE (an integer)

0
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CONTROL CARDS FOR MODEL GENERATION RUN

The control cards for running SOLIDGEN are shown in Figure 14. On the card

marked "*" the user must enter the identifier for his geometry file (e.g., GEOM,

I )=CAXX).

C JOB CARD
* -- ATTACHUMFX, GEOMETRY FILEMR=io

COPYBF, UMFX, UMF.

RETURN, UMF .
REWIND, UMF,
ATTACH, SOLIDGN, IO=CARK-

SOLIOGN.

Figure 14 - Control Cards for Running SOLIDGEN

WORK IN PROGRESS

UMF HELPFUL CONCEPTS

!'he following concepts are expected to be implemented in future versions of

*()ILDGEN.

* (l1uing

Somettines a procedure referred to as "gluing" will simplify the modeling of

i complicated object. This procedure will be defined in general terms and then

f 1lutrated by an example.

"Gluing" is defined in general terms as follows:

1. Cut into the interior of the object, thus creating a bounded

surface which lies (except possibly for its boundary) entirely

inside the object.

2. Create two distinct zone faces both of which are described by

this bounded surface. That is, define the key reference surfaces

41
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so that two distinct zone faces are associated with the same

rGPRIME surface and have coinciding corner points and coinciding
zone edges.

3. In the generated model, each grid point which lies on one of

the zone faces must coincide with a grid point which lies on

the other zone face. Form a single grid point from each such

pair of grid points by replacing all references to one of the

grid point numbers with a reference to the other grid point

number, thus "gluing" the two zone faces together.

An object to be modeled is shown in Figure 15. Figures 16 and 17 show how

the object might be subdivided into zones if it were to be modeled without the

aid of gluing and with the aid of gluing, respectively. The topological model

of the object modeled with the aid of gluing is shown in Figure 18. The topolog-

ical model without gluing would require 9 zones in a 3 x 3 arrangement with the

middle zone declared vacant. The following pair of zone faces will be glued

a together:

(1) The zone face which belongs to Zone I and belongs to K(1,6)

(2) The zone face which belongs to Zone 5 and belongs to K(1,1).

Most users would probably find the modeling shown in Figure 17 (gluing) much

easLor to devise than the modeling shown in Figure 16 (no gluing). Note also that

ZJnos 1, 3, 5, and 7 of the model made without gluing (Figure 16) might cause

* undesirable elements to be generated because of their sharply angled corners atKr lge of the hole in the object.

* 2, l)I)fining Point Validation Mode

Finding the zone defining points (i.e., the corner points and midside points)

t- a o:ruclal part of SOLIDGEN and can sometimes be difficult due to errors In the

(;PRIME surfaco definitions (e.g., three GPRIME surfaces do not properly intersect
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ZOE8 ZN01ZN

ZONE 1 ZONE 5 N

ZONE 2 ZONE 3 1  ZONE 4

I-igurt- 15 -Object to be Modeled Figure 16 -Subdivision of Object
,,,ith Aid of Gluing into Zones without Gluing

ZZONE 3

1 7l -~l~hd jx'j sioii of O)bject into0 Zones withi (;1uiti
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ZONE 2

ZOE

ZONE 3

ZONE 5

iu 18 -Topological Model of Object Modeled with Aid of Gluing
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" to form a point) or to errors in the SOLIDCEN Input Deck (e.g., a zone fice has

, I bee'i incorrectlv associated with a GPRIME surface). Sometimes for a .'ven problem

nm)rc that! )ne such difficulty can occur. SOLIDGEN, when running in its normal

Moie, wilL stop eacti time it encounters such a difficulty.

In the "zone defining point validation mode," SOLIDGEN will attempt only to

!ini zone defining points; all other operations will be omitted. In this mode,

tt ead or halting each time it encounters difficulty in finding a zone defining

SSO[.ID(;EN will print a diagnostic message and continue to attempt to find

r ' loftiog points. Using this mode will enable the SOLIDGEN user to quickly

ict, iine i.e., in one pass) exactly which zone defining points will cause

II Surfaices

ousder two ntural zone faces which have a zone edge in common and lie in

,!:,cent key reference surfaces. If two such zone faces are described by the

'- ,rta, and the common zone edge does not belong to any other zone

, ,,inittontal information will he needed to describe the common zone edge.

, ',cipf I - such a sit.ation is shown in Figure 19, in which the zone face be-

. iw r, K(1,2) and the zone face belonging to K(2,1) are both described by the

Sir! -ictl, a right circular cylinder. If a "helper surface" (an additional

46, ch intersects the original GPR[MfE surface) is specified, the zone edge

.: i pri;)erlyV 4cfined.

" ~~~ K,. K(1, 2)

!;'K ,2)T KIIL~ ( , )  K,1" --- (2,2)

/O S(ON RIGHT, NOT VISIBLE)
;,(: , NO VIIBLE K(21) 

3,1)

K0,I) (ON BOTTOM, NOT VISIBLE?

1', 9 1amnl) o af Need for lielper Surface



FUTURE FEATURES

The following features are expected to be included in future versions of

SOLIDGEN:

-. * Automatically glue together two specified zone faces

* * Zone defining point validation mode

*Associate properties (e.g., material properties) with

specified zones

e * Associate properties (e.g., loads and boundary conditions)

with specified key reference surfaces

* Provide helpful topological information about the model, for

example:

a. Tell which grid points are located on a specified

corner point, zone edge, zone face, or key reference

surface

gb. Tell which elements belong to a specified zone

* Allow selected zone defining points to be explicitly specified

* Automatically detect the existence of a "bad" zone, i.e., a

zone which will cause the generation of undesirably shaped

elements

* Automatically detect a violation of the requirement that the

at-, s-, and Y-axes form a right-handed system

** Allow groups of zones to be used during the description of a

model, e.g., to specify a group of zone faces

* Allow the user to specify that the model is to lie within a

given volume

* Allow the use of degenerate zones, e.g., wedges

* Allow the use of a helper surface when needed to properly

define a zone edge.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE PROBLEMS

h,-AM~il PRIB|LEM I.

Figure 20 shows two orthographic views of a globe valve, of which only thle

hous ing (stationary part) is to be modeled. Since there are three planes of

s> -,ntry, one-eighth of the valve is sufficient for the structural modeling and

a (tIvIs. To describe the modeling in terms of key reference surfaces and zones,

te &-;er must vtsualize the object as subdivided into zones bounded by a consis-

tently defined set of key reference surfaces. This process does not lend itself

t-) any specific procedure, but the following details of this sample problem aref

illnstirative. Figure 21 shows how one-eighth of the valve would appear and also

,;hows some GPRIME surfaces which will be used for the structural modeling, i.e.,

f, r describing the key reference surfaces. The GPRIME surfaces are described in

Table- 4. (Note that S14 is a constructed GPRIME surface.) A geometric defini-

" ition file which is consistent with the descriptions of the GPRIME surfaces con-

tai:ied in Table 4 is shown in Figure 22.

The User then defines the model topologically; that is, he must

1. assign the three key reference surface families with

respect to the CPRIME surfaces used for modeling the

Object;

2. specify which zones in the network of key reference

surfaces are occupied (used for the model); and

.- ~ L b- Ca; ;igon a numher to) each occupied zone.

S

Ichough t is not absolute y necessary to make a drawing of the tol,, Iog

.,e ik. r he on in Figure 23, such a drawing caan help to visualize thc problem.

, , O~e aces; tre isted i a Tabl, .

• t';.l i'.y the osor spcifies the topologicil model, describes the kt-,, r, er-

u.,. : ;ee, and spec; e, other parameters needed for the model generit i,,n h

;mk t ,ip a q0L l[)(;EN Input Dock . A SOLUDGEN Input Deck for this sample prob le!-

,_. in Filore2 and two vi ewo ot the generated model are shown in Figur, 2'

0€
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z

S5 (CYLINDRICAL)

S4

S3 S1 (SPHERICAL)

S2 (SPHERICAL, ON UNDERSIDE)

S10 (PLANAR) S9 (PLANAR)

S13 (PLANAR)

SS12 (PLANAR)

S7 (CYLINDRICAL)

XV

x 58 (CYLINDRICAL)

S1l (PLANAR)

Figure 21 - Isometric View of One-Eighth of Globe Valve,

Sample Problem 1.
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TABLE 4 - GPRIME SURFACES, SAMPLE PROBLEM 1

Surface Description

Si Part of sphere whose center is at origin

S2 Part of sphere whose center is at origin, radius less than radius of
sphere for Si

S3 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is z-axis

S4 Part of plane of constant z

S5 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is z-axis, radius less
than radius of cylinder for S3

S6 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is y-axis

S7 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is y-axis, radius less
than radius of cylinder for S6

S8 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is y-axis, radius greater

than radius of cylinder for S6

S9 Part of planex= 0

SIO Part of plane y = 0

SII Part of plane z = 0

S12 Part of plane of constant y

S13 Part of plane of constant y

S14 Part of plane wIicli contains x-axis and which makes a 450 angle with

the plane z = 0

!-0
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INITIAL
PRINT

6 B AT CH
COMMENT, GLOBE VALVE MODELED WITHIN OCTANT
P0O POTIO 000
S49PLANE,69 09590,5,Z
S 12,PL A NE, 6.59,09,59,0, 5,
Si3,0 LANE ,5 9095,095tY
S9,PLANE, 09 99X

SliOPLAP4E90901,990,99,

COMMENT.
PlO ,POTNT9 ,9
P309Pfl!NT,090,4
C20,ARC,P0, P30,PLICENTER
S2,ZS0PQrA-E ,C ?O-90
CCMMENT*
P11,POINT, '.5,090
P31tPOTNT,0 9094.5

a CZIAQCtP0,P31qPi1,CENTER
SI.,ZSURFACE ,C21,"90
COMMFNT*
P4iPOINTli.5,O,6
P409POTNT,1 .5,0,0
CO 3, LNE, PI~iP40£ S3,ZSUPFACE ,C03,-90
COMP4F4'.e
P5tqPOINT,1 ,0,6
P50,POTNT,1 90
C05,LINEP5 1, P50
S5SZSUFACE ,C05,-90
C CMM EN '
P61,POINT90t,, 15
P60tPOINTq0t0vi95
C06,LINE, PS1,P60
S69 YSURFACEtC069-90
C CM MiNT*
P7t,POT4T ,0 98,1
P70, P0114,0,0,1
C07,LIN EPi7t P70
S~tYSUPFACE ,C0?,-q0
COMMENT.
PSi,POINTr,o,8,2.5
P609POTNT,0,0,2s5

4 C08, LINE, P81,PA0
S8,YSIJPFACEC08,-90
COMMENT.
071, ORIENT, 45, 0, 0, PO
SliSIO ,OTi.
END

t I :,,tiit ion File, Sample Problemn I
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7 VACANT

5 VACANT VACANT

4 VACANT 8

32 1
'I

Figure 23 - Topological Model, Sample Problem 1,
I Showing Occupied Zones

TABLE 5 - CONSTRUCTED ZONE FACES, SAMLE PROBLEM 1

K(i,j),
Key Reference Surface Zones to which

Sto which Zone Faces Belong
I Zone Faces Belong

' 1 21an 3

1 34

1 45

2 2 2

2 3

I
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SA PL DPROPLf I GLIRE VALVE

BEGIN 81JLW

KEY
5 4

GENERATFn LFMFNT FfIRMAT

CIHFX?
INTERIOR ALPHA

0 ? ? 0

INTER 109 FETA0 1 0

INTERI3QR GA"9*
3

STRT zO4S

1 3 3

0 4 1

7 4 ?

k ? 3

STAQT X A'

STAOT AL24A

3 ? SP
8

I? 5142

SI S5
4 $5

STAQT iETA
1 1 S?

71 SI
3 2 S13 3

1 8 ?

3 2 S4 I

4 1 S12

START rjA'4N

8 2 3 4
2 SI 3

5 7
? S9

I 2APr 3 1
7 6 5

1 3 ? 1 8

2 ALL 3 1 1

PRESSUQE LnAS
ALPHA

I ALL 1 15.0'
5 ALL I

F TA
I A LL I

O A T F Q 1 L P~ JP E ;T I F S

~ALL

ctir) INOUT
i'ENODA TA

- . Figure 24 SOIDGEN Input Deck, Sample Problem 1
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0 _______ _______

6

Figure 25 - Generated ~iode1, Sample Problem I

6
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

Figure 26 shows two orthographic views of a machine part. Since there are

two planes of symmetry, one-fourth of the part is sufficient for the structural

modeling and analysis. Figure 26 also shows some GPRIME surfaces which will be

used for the structural modeling, i.e., for describing the key reference sur-

u fices; the GPRIME surfaces are described in Table 6. If in Table 6 the descrip-

tiot of a GPRIME surface does not specify the limits of a particular coordinate,

that coordinate has a range which extends over the entire object being modeled.

Note that S11, S12, S13, and S14 are constructed GPRIME surfaces. A geometric

4definition file which is c(onsistent with the descriptions of the GPRIME surfaces

in Table 6 is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 28 shows the topological model for this problem. Note that K(2,2)

and K(2,3) are constructed key reference surfaces. The constructed zone faces are

isted in Table 7.

A SOIDGEN Input Deck which could be used for this problem is shown in Figure

29. Two views of the generated model are shown in Figure 30.

ft is not unusual to have difficulty in properly defining the GPRIME surfaces

g (and in creating the geometric definition file) if the model has not beea ade-

_ 11iitely visualized. Consider, for example, the plane y = 0 (a plane of symmetry),

which is needed for K(2,1) and K(2,5). Although it seems obvious and natural to

represent that plane by one GPRIME surface whose range extends over the entire

• bjet, use ot such a ;PRIME surface would cause several violations of Requirement

I (Corner Point Uniqueness Requirement; see Appendix C). Therefore, two GPRIME

s,irfaces, S61 and S62, were used instead.

Sometimes, instead of subdividing a GPRIME surface into two or more GPRIME

4srf t es, tie umier needs only to limit its extent. For example, because using an

A; jt h too large a range on x (e.g. , a range on x which extends over the entire

ohlect) would have caused several violations of Requirement 1, SI0 was limited so

tht. x it a,.

I3



S7 S8SYM

RADIUS r2
S13

SS61

I S6

6 S2

3 S 12 ---- I
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TABLE 6 - GPRIME SURFACES, SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

Surface Description

S1 Part of plane of constant z

S2 Part of plane of constant z

S3 Part of plane of constant z

S4 Part of plane of constant z

S5 Part of plane x = 0

S6I Part of plane y = 0; limited by planes x 0 and x =a

S62 61 translated in the x direction by a2

S7 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is the line parallel to

the z-axis for which x = a2 and y = 0; radius is r2

S8 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is the line parallel to
the z-axis for which x = a2 and y = 0; radius is r 1

S91 Part of plane y = r3; limited by planes x = 0 and x = a 2

S92 Part of right circular cylinder whose axis is the line parallel to
the z-axis for which x = a2 and y = 0; radius is r 3 ; projection on

the plane z = 0 is a 90 arc

SlO Part of plane y = a /2 ; limited by planes x = 0 and x = a 2

SI Part of plane parallel to the z-axis; contains the line parallel to
the z-axis for which x = 0 and y = r 3; also contains the line

parallel to the z-axis for which x = a and y = al/2 ; limited in
extent by the aforementioned two lines2

S12 "art of plane x = a,; limited by planes y = 0 and y =r
!3

51i Part of plane parallel to the z-axis; contains the line parallel to
the z-axis for which x = a2 and y = 0; also contains the line
formed by the intersection of S1O and 57; limited in extent by

the aforementioned two lines

"14 Part of plane parallel to the z-axis; contains the line parallel to

the z-axis for whic, x = a2 and y = 0; also contains the line
formed by the intersection of S11 and S7; limited in extent by

the aforementioned two lines
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INIT
PRI NT
9 ATCI4

re SCR, L

COMMENT. 3C32 Z VALUE FOR S2
SC329SCA,i.
COhMFNTo SC33 Z VALUE FOR S3
SC 339SCA, 5
CCMMENT9 SC3' Z VALUE FOP S4.
SC 34,S CA,
COMMENT. SC75 MIDDLE PAOIUS
SC 75,SC A. 2
r.OMMENT, SCA5 SMALL RADIUS
SC 85,qS CA,9 t

*COMME4T. S095 LARGE RADIUS
SC95,9SCAI.
CCMM9NT9 50101 DISTANCF 97TWEEN Y AXIS
COMME 'T AND CENTER OF CIRCLES
SCMO CA97
COMME e SC404. HALF THICKNESS OF RIB

COMME N'
CCIMMENT. ORIE TATION
COMMSNT. TRANSFORMATIONS
P70 8,POI, SCIOI, 1,O9
P9O99,PI, 09 0,5(sc33

0 OTi ,ORTENT,0 ,0,0,P708
OT291PTENT.0,909,909
P7O7,PV'INT, 0 ,SC40t4 9O
0T39ORICNT9,C , 0P7j7
CCMMENTo
P81R,PnT, 0, SCq5 ,0

* P992,POISC10iiSC95,0
P993,POI,9, 3L4 64,0
P994., PnOI9. 828, 2. 828, 0
P995,POr, 10.46~4,2,0
P996,POT 9i 110,0
C90,CUQVE,,P818,P992,Pg92,P993,PC~I4,P995,P99%

* Cqi,C90,OT2
S9,SUorACE ,C909C91

Figure 27 -Geometric Definition File, Sample Problem 2
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Figure 27 (Continued)

0CMMENTs PLANE.S
S19 PLANE 9 0,90 915,0 910 9Z
S2,'DLANEqSC32,0,pi5v,0l,i0Z
S3, PLANE, S-133,0 915 , 0, J 1,
S',PLANESC34,0,i5,0,i0,Z
S59PLANE0, 0,10, 0,SC3 9X
S6,PLANC9,,0,915,90,C339Y
S61, PLANE 0 90,9SCiO1, 0SC33,Y
CCMMENTO
P70,POTNT .3C 75, 0,0
P71 ,POI SC75 ,0,SC33
C07,LjNcPT0, P71( S75,7StJRFACE ,C07,-18O
S7,S55, Tt
COMMc'NTO
P80 ,Pr),SC35 ,0,0
P81 900 I SC85 . 0, SC33
C08, LINE, P30, P81
S85, 7SURF ACE 9COS, -180

COMM4ENT*
P710,P797,nTj
CiliOLTNE,P818,P7i0

Ct S1 9, JDFAZ,C t I,CtI0
COMMENT.
S6, ,%1,TI
Sia, 561,0T3
C CMM4ENT.
PI 13,T NT, S310 9S7,9 St

* ~CI 3l ,LT4EqEP7 0 P P1.39
C131,C 130, 3T2
S1.3 , SRFAC , C 130,C 131
COMMCNT9
P1 49,1 N 1,SI 1,S 7, Si
C1.40 ,LTNEqP7 ORF1L.9
C141,C140 ,fT2
Si'., SUR FACE ,C 14.0,C 141
CCMMrENT*

C120,LTSE,Dp7G8 F992F. C12i,CI?0 I0T2
S12,SIJPAC79C120,C12t

* COMMFNT.
Cqj91 L I E, P8 , P992

CnMMcNT*
C9?0 ,ARC, P708, P992, P996,CENrER

4 C921,Cq420 OT2
S932,STJQFACE~ vC920,C921
ENO
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KEY 7-REFERENCE

VACANT VACANT VACANT VACANT SURFACE 1
AT FRONT

f VACANT VACANT VACANT 5

KEY y-REFERENCE
14 15 16 -SURFACE 2

17 AT FRONT

10 11 12 13

6 7 8 9• ,y

Figure 28 - Topological M.Iodel, Sample Problem 2,
Showing Occupied Zones



TABLE 7 - CONSTRUCTED ZONE FACES, SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

0 K(i,j),
Key Reference Surface Zones to which

to which Zone Faces Belong
Zone Faces Belong

tm i

1 2 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9

1 3 10, 11, 12, and 13

2 2 All*

2 3 All*

2 4 3, 8, 12, and 16

3 2 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

*Means: all zones which ha a zone

* face that belongs to K(i,j).
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f71

SAlPLr *PnRLF1 2 AACHIN PAIR
IEGI'4 RIJLK(

KfY
4 5 3

GfmFRATfn FLF4FNT n'RMAT
CIHF92
CINTFI ALOH
INTQII'P r T a

1 "1 1 0

INTF9119 rAM'RA
1 0

START 74FS
1 I
3 1 3

4 1 4
52 4

1 2 2
7 1

1 3 2
1 2 2

10 I 2

1 2 2

IF 1 3 2
17 3 4 7

START KFY
STA T ALPHA

I I 01

3 1 S'?1 5'7

4 1 0

START 4FTA
I
1 S12

2 SI 1
2 3

3 3 SI4 1
2

4? SIO ?
3 4 9

43 1;1 3

s I St- I

? 1 S7
3 1 SO

CONSTRAINTS
AL PHA
1 A ILL l I

Ip TA
I ALL 1 7

5 ALL '

qOAMIPA
I PART I 1 1

3 4 5

I
ORFSSUQR L3A'nS

GA MMA
3 ALL 1 1,.0

04ATFRIAL PR)PFQTTrS

ALL
1

*Nn INPUT
FNDDATA

Figure 29 - SOLIDGEN Input Deck, Sample Problem 2
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F're30) (;cncrated Model, Saiaplce Problemn 2
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APPENDIX B

SOME ADDITIONAL CONTROLS OVER SOLIDGEN

Sometimes the storage capacity of certain arrays used in the SOLIDGEN code

will need to be temporarily expanded to accommodate a large problem. The user

can make such expansions by including two "correction sets" in the deck used for

making the computer run in which SOLIDGEN generates the model. The two correc-

tion sets run in conjunction with the SOLIDGEN program files so that a temporarily

modified version of SOLIDGEN is executed. Two correction sets are needed because

SOLIDGEN is contained on two files. One of those files contains that part of

SOLiLu2Nl coded in RATFOR, a programming language which is preprocessed into

FORTRAN; the other file contains that part of SOLIDGEN coded in FORTRAN.

The two correction sets may currently be used to change Gmax, the limit on

the number of grid points which can be generated. The current default value of

Gmax is 1,000 and needs to be changed only if more than 1,000 grid points are to

be generated.

When the correction sets are used, the card deck for running SOLIDGEN consists

a of the following four components:

1. Control cards

2. Correction set for file which contains that part of

6 SOLIDGEN coded in RATFOR

3. Correction set for file which contains that part of

SOLIDGEN coded in FORTRAN

4. The SOLI)GEN Input Deck

These tour components must be separated by "End-of-Record" cards (7, 8, and

9 punches in column I). The control cards used in the deck are shown in Figure

31. On the card marked "*' the user must enter the identifier for the geome-

try file (e.g.. GEOM, ID=CAXX).

The correction set for the file which contains that part of SOLIDGEN coded

in RATFOR (GRPUBLC, ID=CARK) is shown in Figure 312. On the card marked "'*"

the user must replace NNNN by (;,,x.

PREVIOUS PAGE
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C JOB CAPCI
ATTArN, OLDPL ,rRPU9LIC, ItCCARK,MR= 1.
UPDATE (P, C: 0)
ATTACH4, ATFOR.
RATFOQ,9COMPILE ,FTO.

REWTNno CUtTPUT.

RETUPN, OLOPI.,
AT1 ACH,0OPL ,FPUqLIC ,IC:CARK, MP= 1.
UPDATE (Do L= 01
FTN T:r)PrLE O=S,OPT= , EL=APL=200C09L=0
ATTACH,OLO,8INAPYPUELIC ,IOCAPKHR=I.
COPYL(OLDqLGOLONEW, ,A)

*ATTAC'4,UMFXqnFOMETRY FILE,MR=I.
COPYRFIJMFX, UHF.
RETUqN,'JMFX.
PEWINO,IJMF,
PSACCErS,CARK.
MSFETCHR17)LIB, UN=GFPM,
ATTACHSHORT tO.
ATTACH, IATAMANCAMV4E WLIqIO=CARK,PR1.o
MSFETrH ,BSPLNLIUN=CPRMs
ATTACHq,EEPLR,TD=GPP.1,MIP1,

* LIRPARY WORTRAN 9SHORI 10
LDSFT, Lcl=3E NFRLB/eSPLNLR,

LDSE',USE:l FUT.Z$SPUT. WT.
1LOSI: To JSr P=RIO/OPENM/CLOSFM,
LGONFW90L=20 000.

OMP, I6O900*

1 jiru 3 -Control Ca r d, for !'tur1i ing St I I 'o ri C roc t i 0 S Ct S
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'IDENT RK071179A
*DELETE /TEN/*?
*.- CIfMMON/TEN/CLASS(32) ,(3,32) ,JX, IN(44), IGL, IG(NNNN) tGPC(3,NNNN)

Figure 32 - Correction Set for RATFOR Program File

The correction set for the file which contains that part of SOLIDGEN coded

in FORTRAN (GFPUBLIC, ID=CARK) is shown in Figure 33. On the card marked "

the user must replace NNNN by Gmax.

I

*IDENT RK0711799
" SOELETE /TEN/.?

*c--.-COMMOH/TEN/CLASS(32),B(3,32) 9JX,IN(44) ,IGLIG(NNNN) ,GPC(
39NNNN) 9

* Figure 33 - Correction Set for FORTRAN Program File

I
[.
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APPENDIX C

MORE ABOUT DEFINING THE MODEL

Some of the thoughts which appeared in "DEFINING THE MODEL" (in the main

body of this report) are developed in additional detail in this appendix. It is

hoped that these sections will help the user to better understand the process of

defining the model. These sections are also intended to more fully characterize

*the proper definition of a model.

SOME TERMS WHICH RELATE TO ZONES

A "zone face" is defined as that part of a zone belonging to one of the key

reference surfaces which bound the zone. A "zone edge" is defined as that part

of a zone belonging to two zone faces and to key reference surfaces in different

families. A "corner point" is defined as a point belonging to three of a zone's

faces, which belong to key a-, 0-, and y-reference surfaces.

SOME TERMS WHICH RELATE TO ELEMENTS

An "element face" is defined as that part of an element lying in one of the

reference surfaces which bound the element. An "element edge" is defined as that

part of an element which belongs to two element faces.

THE TOPO[,OG!CAL MODEL

Suppose that each zone in the model is topologically deformed into a cube

while alt of the relationships among the zones are preserved. The entity thus

created is defined as "the topological model.'

Consider a zone whose bounding key reference surfaces are K(0,i), K(l,i+l),

4 K(2,j), K(2,j+I), K(3,k), and K(3,k+l). The a-, $-, and "-ax( . may he defined ii

relation to a cube which is topologically equivalent to that zone. Such a cube,

formed by topologically deforming the zone, is shown in Figure 34. The (-axis is

defined as follows:

1. It is perpendicular to the zone faces that belong to

key a--ref'rence surfaces.

IS BLANK6i



ZONE FACE BELONGING
TO K(3,k+1)

(NOT VISIBLE, REAR)

ZONE FACE BELONGING
TO K(2,j+1)

ZONE FACE (NOT VISIBLE, RIGHT)

BELONGINGNGIN TOTO_______

aZONE FACE KJ1
BBELONGING TO

K(3,k)

ZONE FACE BELONGING
TO K(1,)

(NOT VISIBLE, BOTTOM)

Figure 34 -Cube Topologically Equivalent to Zone with 'c-,

-,and f-Axes Shown
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2. It is directed from the zone face that belongs to

K(l,i) toward the zone face that belongs to K(l,i+l).

The s-axis is defined as follows:

1. It is perpendicular to the zone faces that belong to

key -reference surfaces.

2. It is directed from the zone face that belongs to

K(2,j) toward the zone face that belongs to K(2,j+l).

The Y-axls is de-fined as follows:

1. It is perpendicular to the zone faces that belong to

key y-reference surfaces.

2. It is directed from the zone face that belongs to

K(3,k) toward the zone face that belongs to K(3,k+l).

The three axes are also shown for the cube in Figure 34. Because of the number-

ing system for each key reference surface family (i.e., adjacent key reference

surfaces are labeled with consecutive integers) it is clear that the a-, -,

and Y-axes for any zone are identical to these axes for any other zone. There-

fore, even though these axes are defined in terms of one zone, their definitions

apply to th, entire model and may be used in reference to the topologicil model.

. EQN'lRE) PROPERTIES FOR KEY REFERENCE SURFACES

The following three requirements must be met within the bounds of the desired

structural model to ensure that the structural model does not present unresolvable

amhigities to SOLI)GEN:

It a corner point is needed for the model, the three

key reference surfaces on whichi the corner point lies

mnst intersect at exactly one point.
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*"[f a zone edge is needed for the model, the two key

reference surfaces on which the zone edge lies must

intersect to form a unique path between the corner

points which the zone edge joins.

The specification of a zone must be unique; i.e., if

pairs of adjacent key a-, 8-, and y-reference surfaces

are given, they must designate only one zone.

To ensure that an acceptable finite element model will be generated, a

fourth requirement is imposed:

* No two key reference surfaces in the same family may

intersect within the interior of the structural model.

While this requirement excludes overlapping zones and zones with zero volume, it

does not exclude cases in which two key reference surfaces in the same family

I intersect on the surface of the structural model. Such cases do arise with

wedge-shaped zones, i.e., zones for which two edges coincide.

These above four requirements can be referred to as "Requirement I" (or the

* "Corner Point Uniqueness Requirement"), "Requirement 2" (or the "Zone Edge Unique-

ness Requirement"), "Requirement 3" (or the "Zone Uniqueness Requirement"),

.1d "Requirement 4" (or the "Nonintersecting Key Reference Surface Requirement").

Another requirement can be added: Each zone face needed by the model must

h associated with exactly one GPRIME surface. This requirement can be called

-Reqtiirement 5" (or the "Unique Zone Face Description Requirement"). (This

requirement has already appeared in the main body of this report in "Building

Key Reference Surfaces," but was not labeled as a requirement there.)

AN ADDITIONAL NOTE ABOUT THE EXTENT OF GPRIME SURFACES

An earlier section ("Building Key Reference Surfaces") pointed out that a

GFIRIME surface does not have to coincide with the zone face or zone faces it is

S heing used to describe. Note that, on the other hand, Requirement I (Corner

7
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* Point Uniqueness Requirement), Requirement 2 (Zone Edge Uniqueness Requirement),

anud Requirement 3 (Zone Uniqueness Requirement) tend to limit the extent of

(,PRIME suirfaces used for describing zone faces.
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APPENDIX D

GENERATING THE MODEL

SOLIDGEN generates the model zone by zone, concentrating on one zone at a

time. The method used to generate the finite elements for each zone is briefly

described as follows:

* The descriptions of the key reference surfaces are used

to compute the coordinates of "zone defining points."

lie* The "shape functions" are used to subdivide the zone

into finite elements.

* "Surface correction" is performed on certain grid points

so that they conform to the descriptions of the key

reference surfaces.

Generally, this method yields good results, generating desirably shaped finite

elements while providing grid points which portray the zone faces accurately.

SUBII[VIDING THE ZONES

The subdivision of each zone into brick elements and the resulting computa-

tLon of the coordinates of the generated grid points are accomplished by using a

Shape• Fullct lons

Suppose i zone ih hounded by the following key reference surfaces:

K(l,i)

K(l,i+L)

* K( 2,j)

K( 2,j+I)

K( 3, k)

* K(3,k+i).

RE .-
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Let that zone be called "Zone N." The following explanation refers to Zone N,

which, except for being bounded by the key reference surfaces just mentioned, is

completely general. Let the spatial (physical) description of the object being

modeled be expressed in terms of the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. Zone N is

mapped into the parametric coordinates , r, according to the following rules:

1 . is constant on each a-reference surface

2. n is constant on each B-reference surface

3. C is constant on each Y-reference surface

4. -1 on K(I,i)

5. = 1 on K(l,i+l)

6. n = -1 on K(2,j)

7. ) = I on K(2,j+l)

8. ; = -1 on K(3,k)

9. = 1 on K(3,k+l)

€ 10. The constant values of on the interior a-reference

surfaces are uniformly spaced between -1 and 1

11. The constant values of fl on the interior 8-reference

surfaces are uniformly spaced between -1 and I

12. The constant values of on the interior y-reference

surfaces arv uniformly spaced between -1 and I

Zone defining points" are those points that exist for the object being modeled

iid for which the spatial Location (i.e., x, y, z) is known. There are two kinds

, i zone defining point:s

1 corner points

. td." ile poi nts
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The term "corner points" has already been defined. The midside points describe

the zone edges except at corner points. Figure 35 shows an example of zone de-

fining points for a zone, each of whose zone edges is defined by two midside

points. The mapping of the corner points for Zone N into the coordinates ,

C should already be clear, since each corner point is located on three key

reference surfaces.

Three classes of midside points are defined as follows: Class 1, Class 2,

and Class 3 midside points are those located, respectively, on Type 1, Type 2,

and Type 3 zone edges. Since each midside point is located on two key reference

surfaces, the mapping of any given midside point into the coordinates , n,

should already be clear for two of the three coordinates. Class I midside points

can be mapped into C, Class 2 midside points into n, and Class 3 midside points

into C according to the following rules:

1. On each Type 1 zone edge the values of C at the midside points

are uniformly spaced between -1 and I. (Similar statements apply

to n and on Type 2 and Type 3 zone edges, respectively.)

2. It is not necessary that a Class I midside point be located on any

Cof the interior a- reference surfaces of Zone N. (Similar statements

apply to Class 2 and Class 3 midside points .)

The spatial coordinates for any grid point that is needed tor Zone N can

thtr be computed as follows:

M
x = Ni  ( ii, )x i

i=!

M

Z = Ni( , , C)z
=7

IM
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CORNER POINT
0 MIDIDE OINT ZONE DEFINING POINTS

i,,lrc 35 Example of Zone as Defined by Shape Functions

0
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where

M = Number of zone defining points for Zone N,

xi, Yi, z i = the spatial location of the ith zone defining point,

and

Ni(E, n, -) = "shape tunction" for the ith zone

defining point.

The shape functions are given by Table 8, where

Co Coo i

"i) ri' (i is the parametric location of the ith zone

defining point, and

C, n, Q is the parametric location of the grid point.

Finding Zone Defining Points

SOLII)GEN uses the key reference surface descriptions furnished by the user

to comput the coordinates of the zone defining points. Although the user need

rot be directly concerned with obtaining the zone defining points, the process

in described here for those Interested.

I• When a cor tain corier point is ieeded, the program looks for an occupied zone

(",iny N) which uses that corner point. It the corner point belongs to K(l,i),

K(2,j), and K(3,k), the corresponding thr ee .PRIME surfaces for Zone N are then

tc-und. The names of the three surfaces are checked for validity and distinctness,

* and tie point of intersect ion of the three surfaces is fotnd. That point is then

used as the crer point. it this procedure' does not yield the desired corner

7')U:
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TABLE 8 - SHAPE FUNCTIONS

Number of Midside

Points on Each N. , Zone Defining Point

1

' Zone Edge

0 (1+ o)(1+no)(1+Co) Corner Point

8

8- (1+C 0 0 0 +n+C-2) Corner Point

1 (i-C 2 )(l+no) (i+co ls Midside Point,

1 2Midside Point,
(1+. "(1+n )(1+c 0 Class 1

12 Midside Point,

4- (1+c )(l- Class 2
64 0 0 0

9 (I+ o) (i- 7
2 ) (l+nr i o ls Midside Point,

9 (1+- 2o) (12) Midside Point,
6 o- l 0o 0 o0 Class 3

It

0

49 2(-r )19- Midside Point,
64 0 0 0Cls3

4 ~ ~ 1s)19 (+ (+ ls



point, the program looks for another occupied zone which uses the corner point

and follows a similar procedure. Once the corner point has been successfully

obtained by using the zone faces of one zone, no attempt is made to obtain the

corner point by using the zone faces of any other zone. That is, the program

does not attempt to verify that Requirement 6 (Corner Point Compatibility Require-

ment; see Appendix E) has been satisfied, because of the excessive computing time

that would be involved.

In the procedure for obtaining the midside points on a given zone edge, the

program assumes that the corner points which lie at the ends of the zone edge

L" (points "A" and "B") have already been obtained. Let M be the number of midside

points required on the zone edge. The program looks for an occupied zone (Zone

N) which uses that zone edge. If the zone edge belongs to two key reference

surfaces (S and T) from different families, the two GPRIME surfaces associated

with the zone faces of Zone N which belong to S and T are found. A set of sur-

faces is formed from M planes which are perpendicular to AB (line segment) and

which pass through M uniformly spaced intermediate points on AB. The names of

the two GPRIME surfaces'are checked for validity and distinctness, and the point

of intersection of the two GPRIME surfaces and each of the M planes is found.

The M points thus formed are then used as the midside points. If this procedure

does not yield the desired midside points, the program looks for another occupied

zone which uses the zone edge and then follows a similar procedure. Once the

mldside points have been successfully obtained by using the zone faces of oneI
zone, no attempt is made to obtain the midside points by using the zone faces of

any other zone. That is, the nrogram does not attempt to verify that Require-

ment 7 (Zone Edge Compatibility Requirement; see Appendix E) has been satisfied,

because of the excessive computing time that would be involved.

Choosi: g Number of Midside Points

Because the program uses the meth d just described, the user must decide how

many midside points to use on each zone edge in accordance with the following

requirements:

i. All zone edges must u:ie the same number ("N") of midside points.

2. N must be 0, 1, or 2.
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Generally, N should be 2. However, if all zone edges are known to be straight

line segments, N may be 0 or 1. If the user does not assign a value to N, it

will automatically be set to 2 by the program.

USE OF SHA.PE FUNCTIONS AND SURFACE CORRECTION

* Using the shape functions to subdivide the zones creates a need for the

re procedure called "surface correction."

Why Surface Correction Is Necessary

While a given zone is defined by shape functions in terms of its zone defin-

ing points, the user describes that same zone by specifying that each zone face

is associated with a certain GPRIME surface. Thus, the exterior of the zone as

portrayed by the shape functions generally coincides with the exterior of the

zone as defined by the user only at the zone defining points. (The word "por-

0 trayed" is used here to reflect the fact that the shape functions generate only

* a finite number of grid points for a given zone but "visualize" that same zone

in a continuous manner, i.e., in its entirety.) Therefore, each grid point which

lies on the interior of a given zone face (i.e., on the zone face but not on any

zone edge) as portrayed by the shape functions must be modified so that it actu-

aflly lies on the zone face as defined by the user, i.e., on the GPRIME surface

* associated with the zone face. Similarly, each grid point which lies on a given

zonle edge as portrayed by the shape functions must be modified so that it actually

lies on the zone edge as define' by the user, i.e., on the GPRII4E surfaces asso-

ciated with the two zone faces to which the zone edge belongs. This process of

modifying grid points is called "surface correction." The first kind of surface

correction (correction to interior of zone face) is called "Type I surface correc-

0 tion" and the second kind (correction to zone edge) "Type 2 surface correction."

Figure 36 illustrates the need of a typical zone for surface correction.

The zone in Figure 36 is subdivided into two elements. The grid points labeled

"A" require Type 1 surface correction; the grid points labeled "B" require Type 2

0 surface correction.
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CORNER POINT
o MIDSIDE POINT

*GRID POINTS THAT NEED
B TO BE CORRECTED

B

B

ZONE

A B

B

BB

Figure 36 - The Need for Surface Correction
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Method

Since SOLIDGEN performs the procedures described below, the user need not

be directly concerned with them; they are described here for those interested.

For Type I surface correction, SOLIDGEN finds the straight line which (1)

is normal to the zone face as portrayed by the shape functions at the grid point

generated by the shape functions and (2) passes through that grid point. The

point of intersection of that straight line with the GPRIME surface associated

with the zone face is the corrected grid point.

For Type 2 surface correction, SOLIDGEN finds the plane which (1) is normal

to the zone edge as portrayed by the shape functions at the grid point generated

by the shape functions and (2) passes through that grid point. The point of

intersection of that plane with the (two) GPRIME surfaces associated with two

zone faces to which the zone edge belongs is the corrected grid point. Although

both zone faces will usually belong to the zone used by the shape functions to

geierate the grid point, certain conditions encountered during the computation of

the corrected grid point can cause another pair of zone faces to be used.

Although the obvious approach to performing bot. types of surface correc-

Lton would seem to be to find the closest point on the appropriate GPRIME sur-

face or surfaces, the methods just described are much more economical in terms

of computer time.

*Avoiding Undesired Effects

If a zone, as portrayed by the shape functions, differs greatly from the

same zone as defined by the user, surface correction for one or more grid points

imaiy be so severe that one or more undesirably shaped or, in the worst case, dis-

torted elements will be generated. For a grid point on which Type 1 surface

correction has been performed, the process of moving the grid point to the GPRIME

surface associated with the zone face may push the grid point too far into the

interior o the zone as -ortrayed by the shape functions. (Remember that nothing

is (tone to grid points in the interior of the zone after those grid points have

been generated by the shape functions.) For a grid point on which Type 2 surface

correction has been performed, the effect can occur in two ways: (I) If the grid
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:mint as generated by the shape functions lies on ne cher of the two GPRIME surface!;

iss ) lated with the zone faces to which the zone edge belongs, the process of movia',

the grid point to both of those GPRIME surfaces may push the grid point too far into

ti,, Interior of the zone as portrayed by the shape functions; (2) if the grid poiqt

.t-q g nerated by the shape functions already lies on one of the two GPRIME surfaces

associated with the zone faces to which the zone edge belongs, the process of moving

the grid point to the other GPRIME surface pushes the grid point too far into the

Interior of the zone face. This occurs because, although the grid points on the

interior of the zone face (grid points on which Type 1 surface correction has been

4performed) lie on the exterior of the zone as defined by the user, i.e., on the

K;PR[ME surface associated with the zone face, their generation involves no informa-

tion about the zone edges which border the zone face.

Generally, such undesirable effects can be avoided by

1. Using shape functions of higher order, i.e., more midside

points on each zone edge, or

2. Adding one or more key reference surfaces to the existing

model in appropriate places, thereby replacing zones which

are unsatisfactory in the manner described above by more

acceptable zones.

.ome Useful Properties Of The Generated Model

The use of the shape functions for obtaining the coordinates of the grid

i,iuts and the subsequent application of surface correction to some of those

ini points resuLt in some useful properties of the generated model.

*oe," Edges. An inspection of the shape functions of a certain zone (Zone M) will

lw that a given zone edge of Zone M, as portrayed by the shape functions, depends

, 7 5,n the zone defining points which lie along the zone edge, i.e., the corner

, ,ut; Sit the ends of the zone edge and the midside points which lie on the zone

14,d,- . For another zone (Zone N), the zone edge as portrayed by the shape functionr

dorig the generation of Zone M is identical to the zone edge as portrayed by the

shape tunctions during the generation of Zone N. Compare the results of obtaining

th" grid points on the zone edge by the following two methods:
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1. The grid points on the zone edge are obtained during the

generation of Zone M

2. The grid points on the zone edge are obtained during the

generation of Zone N.

In the actual model generation, of course, each grid point is generated only

once. Each grid point on the zone edge which does not coincide with a corner

point or midside point is obtained by performing Type 2 surface correction on

the grid point which lies on the zone edge as portrayed by the shape functions.

We can see that the grid points on the zone edge obtained during the generation

of Zone M are identical to the grid points on the zone edge obtained during the

generation of Zone N. This has the following useful implication: If there are

two models whose key reference surfaces (i.e., zone faces) as defined by the user

ire identical but whose occupied zones are different, each grid point on a zone

*0 .dge il on model will be identical to the corresponding grid point in the other

fl t ,L. This is a useful property because it means that the grid points on the

',,h' edges are generated independently of the way in which the zones are occupied.

Sutppose that two zones in the model have no common zone edges, i.e., the two

,'onets ire completely separate topologically. Consider two zone edges, each of

ahich b longs to one of the zones. If the user defines the zone edges so

that they coincide (which will cause the zone defining points for one zone edge

r)co'incide with the zone defining points for the other zone edge) and the zone

.,,Les hav, the same number of interior reference surfaces between their bounding

C r rer )iOnt,;, the grid points generated on the zone edges will be identical.

p ,rLy is useful in two ways: (1) When a zone edge of one of those zones

i .. to he glued to a zone edge of the other zone, and (2) when two independ-

F '" Wl, generated sections of the model need to be glued together, as when a

!irge or complex model is to be assembled from independently generated parts.

/)n,, Faces. An inspection of the 3hape functions of a certain zone (Zone M) will

4 show that a 'given zone face of Zone M as portrayed by the shape functions depends

only on the zone defining points which border the zone face. This zone face is

identical to the zone face as portrayed by the shape functions during the genera-

tion of an adjoining zone, Zone N. Now compare the results of obtaining the grid
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points on the interior of the zone face (i.e., those grid points on the zone face

which do not lie on any of its bordering zone edges) by the following two methods:

1. The grid points on the interior of the zone face are

obtained during the generation of Zone M

2. 'rhe grid points on the interior of the zone face are

obtained during the generation of Zone N.

In the actual model generation, of course, each grid point is generated only

once. Each grid point on the interior of the zone face is obtained by performing

Type I surface correction on the grid point which lies on the interior of the zone

face as portrayed by the shape functions. The grid points on the interior of the

zone face obtained during the generationof Zone M are identical to the grid points

on the interior of the zone face obtained during the generation of Zone N. This,

along with the conclusion reached about grid points on zone edges in the preceding

section, has the following useful implication: If there are two models whose key

reference surfaces (i.e., zone faces) as defined by the user are identical but

whose occupied zones are different, each grid point on a zone face in one model

will be identical to the corresponding grid point in the other model. This prop-

erty is useful because it means that the grid points on the zone faces are generated

independently of the way in which the zones are occupied.

Suppose that two zones in the model have no common zone edges, i.e., the

two zones are completely separate topologically. Consider two zone faces, each

of which belongs to one of the zones. if the zone faces are defined so that they

coincide (which will cause the zone defining points which border one zone face to

coincide with the zone defining points which border the other zone face) and the

- 4 zonle faces have the same number of interior reference surfaces between corresponding

pairs of their bounding zone edges, the grid points generated on the zone faces

will be identical. If a zone face of one of those zones needs to be glued to a

zone face of the other zone, the model can be defined so that the two zone faces

coincide. Two zone faces can also be matched in this way when two independently

genierated sections of the model need to be glued together, as when a large or

complex model is to be assembled from independently generated parts.
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APPENDIX E

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF DEFINITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

SOME USEFUL NOTATION FOR CORNER POINTS AND ZONE EDGES

Since the zones are an integral part of the network of key reference sur-

tacts, certain parts of a given zone can belong to more than one zone. That is:

• A corner point can belong to as many as eight zones.

* A zone edge can belong to as many as four zones.

* A zone face can belong to one zone or two zones.

Some of the parts previously defined in terms of individual zones can thus also

he defined in terms of the network of key reference surfaces.

C(i,j,k), a corner point, is defined as follows: C(i,j,k) is the corner

point which belongs to K(l,i), K(2,J), and K(3,k).

E(i,j,k,m), a zone edge, can also be defined (where m is 1, 2, or 3).

aE(i,j,k,l) is the zone edge formed by that part of the intersection of K(2,j)

and K(3,k) which lies between K(l,i) and K(l,i+l). E(i,j,k,2) is the zone edge

formed by that part of the intersection of K(1,i) and K(3,k) which lies between

K(2,j) and K(2,j+1). E(i,j,k,3) is the zone edge formed by that part of the

intrsection of K(l,i) and K(2,j) which lies between K(3,k) and K(3,k+1). Note,

oilso, that "m" indicates the zone edge type for E(i,j,k,m); that is, E(i,j,k,m)

i . a lype m zo ,- edge.

!(i,_j,k,m) can be described in another way which, although not equivalent t.

L h,, fornl definition, might be helpful:

E(i,J,k,l) is the zone edge which joins C(i,j,k) and C(i+l,j,k)

* E(IJ,k,2) is the zone edge which joins C(i,J,k) and C(i,j+l,k)

* E(i,j,k,3) is the zone edge which joins C(i,j,k) and C(i,jk+!).
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' '? fAVhM}KNT OF REQUIREMENT 1 AND REQUIREMENT 2

£With the help of this notation, Requirement I (Corner Point Uniqueness

',,(iuircaent) can be restated as follows:

* It a corner point, C(i,j,k), is needed for the model, K(l,i),

K(2,j), and K(3,k) must intersect at exactly one point.

Si~ilarly, Requirement 2 (Zone Edge Uniqueness Requirement) can be restated

- I expanded:

ti a zone edge, E(i,j,k,m), is needed for the model, the key

reference surfaces must form a unique path between the corner

points which that zone edge joins.

Sis rqeLuirernent can also oe described for each of the three types of zone edges.

i iK(i,i,k,i) is needed for the model, K(2,j) and K(3,k) must intersect to form a

,,,ti pic path between C(i,j,k) and C(l+1,j,k). If E(i,j,k,2) is needed for the

• <,t, I,i) and K(3,k) must intersect to form a unique path between C(i,j,k)

", (Wi,)+I,k). If E(i,j,k,3) is needed for the model, K(l,i) and K(2,j) must

it ,rsect to form a unique path between C(i,j,k) and C(i,j,k+l).

' i'AFtLITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ZONE FACES

lie('ini5e th,, zone faces which make up a given key reference surface are, in

.,,, it iI I assoclated with the same GPRIME surface, and because all the

t , wic' make up the model must fit together so that the key reference

., re prper[v defined, the zone faces must be associated with GPRIME

Ii,; that curtain requirements are satisfied.

-i,j,k) belongs to Zone m, "C(t,j,k) as seen by Zone m" is defined as

a,,, it fe orsect ion of the following three surfaces:

* he GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

Of Zor:e a which belongs to K(1,i)

9
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* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

of Zone m which belongs to K(2,J)

* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

of Zone m which belongs to K(3,k).

3We then have the following requirement: C(i,j,k) as seen by Zone m must be

identical to C(i,j,k) as seen by Zone n, where Zone m and Zone n are any two

:zones to which C(,j,k) belongs. That is, the zone faces at a corner point must

*. N, compatible. This requirement Is referred to as "Requirement 6" (or the "Corner

!,Puint Compatibility Requirement"). Note that Requirement 6 actually stems from

Requirement I (Corner Point Uniqueness Requirement) plus the fact that the zonie

taces of a given key reference surface need not all be associated with the same

GPRIME surface.

* Before a compatibility requirement for zone edges can be stated, "E(i,j,k,m)

'is seen by Zone n" needs to be defined for m = 1, 2, and 3.

If E(i,j,k,l) belongs to Zone n, "E(i,j,k,1) as seen by Zone n" is defined

;is the curve of intersection (between C(i,j,k) and C(i+l,J,k)) formed by the

C followlng two surfaces:

* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

of Zone n which belongs to K(2,J)

* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

Of Zone n which belongs to K(3,k).

If E(L,j,k,2) belongs to Zone n, "E(i,j,k,2) as seen by Zone n" is defined

as the curve of intersection (between C(i,j,k) and C(i,j+1,k)) formed by the

0 fY lowing two surfaces:

* The (PRIME surface associated with the zone face of

Zone n which belongs to K(,i)

S
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* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

of Zone n which belongs to K(3,k).

If E(ij,k,3) belongs to Zone n, "E(i,j,k,3) as seen by Zone n" is defined

*'. as the curve of intersection (between C(ij,k) and C(i,j,k+l)) formed by the

following two surfaces:

* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

of Zone n which belongs to K(l,i)

* The GPRIME surface associated with the zone face

of Zone n which belongs to K(2,J).

We then have the following requirement: E(i,j,k,m) as seen by Zone n must

be identical to E(i,j,k,m) as seen by Zone p, where Zone n and Zone p are any two

* zones to which E(i,j,k,m) belongs. That is, the zone faces at a zone edge must

be compatible. This requirement is referred to as "Requirement 7" (or the "Zone

Edge Compatibility Requirement"). Note that Requirement 7 actually stems from

Requirement 2 (Zone Edge Uniqueness Requirement) plus the fact that the zone

faces of a given key reference surface need not all be associated with the same

GPRIME surface.

Even though Requirement 6 is really a special case of Requirement I and

Requirement 7 is a special case of Requirement 2, it is felt that their explicit

statement provides additional insight into the process of describing key reference

surfaces.
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